
WARDROBE RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR VICKIE EASTERLY BRIGHT 

 

A FEW EASY PIECES 

Group One 
These are my recommendations for additions to your wardrobe.  I think I have all your 
bases covered as far as places and events that you attend, including clothing suitable for 
wearing should you start doing the lectures.  There are twenty four pieces of clothing here, 
plus 2 pair of shoes and 3 pair of boots plus one handbag.  I’m betting you probably 
already have some comparable items such as a white blouse or black turtleneck, so those 
items can be eliminated bringing the number of items down.  I’m going with the 
assumption that you already have at least a few pairs of jeans in your closet.  If not, in 
addition to the items shown below, I’d recommend that you have one good pair of straight 
leg jeans in a medium wash and one pair of boot-cut or flare leg jeans in a dark wash.  
Almost every piece will work with almost every other piece, giving you almost endless 
options.  First we’ll look at the individual items, and then I’ll make some suggestions for 
combining them.  I’m sure you’ll have even more ideas of your own. 

   
ELLE  

FAUX-LEATHER CROP JACKET 
(BLACK) 

$78.00 $54.60 
kohls.com 

CROFT AND BARROW  
SOLID MOCKNECK TOP 

(BLACK) 
$20.00 $11.99 

kohls.com 

DANA BUCHMAN 
PONTE PENCIL SKIRT 

(BLACK) 
$50.00 $35.00 

kohls.com 
Black is very versatile and I think almost every woman should have a few black pieces in 
her wardrobe.  I chose the skirt and jacket above because they have a very fresh, modern 
appeal.  The jacket is faux leather and the skirt is trimmed in faux leather.  I do have a real 
leather selection available in the “Extra Items” section should you prefer that.  I do, 
however, like the style of this jacket.  It has a peplum-style waist which is both lady-like 
and flattering to the figure.  I also feel that we’re going to be seeing more and more 
peplum styles in the seasons to come, so this is a look that will last.  The three pieces 
above, combined together will give you a very lady like, sophisticated look with just a bit of 
an edge.  It will look fabulous when accessorized with your long strands of pearls with 

perhaps a brooch attached.  Other jewelry should be minimal, such as a pair of pearl studs 
and a simple gold or silver watch.  All of the black footwear that I selected will work with 
this ensemble.  You can go with either neutral or black hosiery when wearing this with 
black pumps to create a very classic style.  Pairing with the tall boots will also give a 
similar, but less dressy look.  If you should like to try an edgier style, try pairing with the 
ankle boots and black tights.  Accessorize with gold or silver chains, possibly accented with 
your vintage brooches.  A structured black handbag will complete any of these looks. 

 
 

 
INVESTMENTS 

LEOPARD PRINT TIE-NECK TOP 
(LEOPARD) 
$35.00 

dillards.com 

EMELY 
 GEORGETTE RUFFLE BLOUSE 

(WHITE) 
$79.50 $34.99 

macys.com 

ELLE 
RUFFLE CHIFFON BLOUSE 

(OLIVE) 
$48.00 $28.80 

kohls.com 
All of the blouses above can be worn with the skirt and jacket, opposite, or simply with the 
skirt alone to give you 6 additional looks from the first three clothing selections; actually 7, 
as the leopard-print tie neck top can be worn tucked in or out.  Because of the detail at the 
necklines of these blouses, skip the necklace when wearing them and consider 
accessorizing with earrings, a ring, and perhaps a bracelet.  Simple silver hoops would work 
beautifully with the blouse in the center, and if worn without the jacket, add a simple silver 
cuff bracelet.  Complete the look with black pumps or tall boots and a black handbag or the 
olive colored one shown later.  
 
Smokey topaz stones would complement the leopard-print or chiffon blouses.   No need for 
a bracelet here, with the longer sleeves, so look for earrings and/or rings similar to the 
ones below.  (These are pricier items from Nordstrom, but similar looks can be had for a 
song at Burlington Coat Factory or Claire’s.  

    

http://www.dillards.com/product/Investments-LeopardPrint-TieNeck-Top_301_-1_301_502839764
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=572701&PseudoCat=se-xx-xx-xx.esn_results
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/tops_shirts/shirts_blouses/PRD~902502/ELLE+Ruffle+Chiffon+Blouse.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/zbrandskiosk/women/elle/jackets/PRD~942541/ELLE+FauxLeather+Crop+Jacket.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/tops_shirts/tops/PRD~839057/Croft+and+Barrow+Solid+Mockneck+Top.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/skirts/PRD~825867/Dana+Buchman+Ponte+Pencil+Skirt.jsp


   
JONES NEW YORK SPORT 

LEOPARD PRINT CARDIGAN 
(LEOPARD) 
$59.00 

dillards.com 

CROFT AND BARROW 
STRAIGHT-LEG PONTE PANTS 
$44.00 $25.99 (BLACK) 

kohls.com 

JONES NEW YORK SPORT 
LEOPARD PRINT TEE 

(LEOPARD) 
$29.00 

dillards.com 
The addition of a pair of straight leg black pants, now triples your wardrobe options.  I chose 
a ponté knit, for reasons of both comfort and style.  You’ll find these trousers just as 
comfortable as sweats but with a lot more style potential.  They can be worn with all of the 
blouses shown previously, with or without the black jacket, to create seven more looks.   
 
The leopard print cardigan and tee create numerous more options.  You can wear either the 
cardigan alone and buttoned or the tee alone; or the tee with the open cardigan with any of 
the black bottom pieces.  Try the leather jacket with the tee shirt and black skirt or pants.  
Since these tops are more casual than the previous three blouses, the black bootie would 
work nicely here, as with any outfit using the pants.  Also try topping the black mock-neck 
with the leopard cardigan to create an additional outfit.  So far we have at least 25 possible 
combinations from the nine pieces shown so far. 
 
When wearing the leopard cardigan and/or tee, keep jewelry selections simple.  Simple 
arrings and perhaps a smoky topaz stone ring are all you’ll need.  Another nice look could be 
created by adding a black scarf with the leopard-printed knits and a black bottom. 
 
By the way, all of the tops as well as the black jacket will work beautifully with jeans.  Try the 
leopard tee, with or without the cardigan or jacket for a casual, yet totally stylish and 
comfortable look.  The black turtleneck paired with either the black jacket or leopard cardigan 
and jeans is yet another great casual combination that you’ll find comfortable as well as 
fashionable.  For a bit of lady-like-luxe when wearing your jeans, try the olive or leopard print 
blouses with a pair of black booties.  I might note here, that I’ve selected both a pair of 
leopard-print pumps and black ones in your shoe selections.  In most instances you’ll want to 
avoid wearing the leopard pumps with the leopard clothing pieces, but try adding them to 
solid black ensembles for an incredible accent!  The leopard pumps would also work with 
jeans or the black pants combined with the black tee and leopard tee; or the same bottoms 

paired with the black mock-neck and leopard cardigan. 

 
 

 
AB STUDIO  

TOWNSEND FLAT- 
FRONT PANTS (TAUPE) 

$44.00 $29.00 
kohls.com 

STEIN MART 
MOCK-NECK LACE TOP 

(TAUPE) 
$24.99 

steinmart.com 

ELLE 
RUFFLE CARDIGAN 
$60.00 $36.99 

kohls.com 

The addition of these three pieces triples your style options.  I chose the flat-front taupe black 
pants because they are very flattering to the tummy.  Wear them with the taupe lace blouse 
and black ruffle cardigan with a pair of neutral pumps for an outfit that is stylishly appropriate 
for lectures, church, or visiting museums. 
 
You can also wear the taupe blouse with the black pants or skirt, either on its own or 
combined with the black cardigan or jacket. 
 
For another look, try combining the black mock-neck, black cardigan and taupe pants, 
accessorized with either silver chains or pearls. 
 
The leopard-print bow blouse, white ruffle blouse, and olive bow blouse will also work very 
nicely with the taupe pants, as will the leopard-print cardigan and tee.  Try the black mock-
neck, leopard cardigan and taupe pants for another look.  By now, we have at least 50 
possible outfits from the 12 pieces shown so far along with the addition of jeans that you 
already own. 
 
Consider these pieces from Group One your core wardrobe selections.  Later on, I’ll show you 
Group Two.  The pieces from Group Two can be easily integrated into the core wardrobe 
created in Group One, or they could an alternate starting point for your wardrobe.  As we look 
at the next group, I’ll show you various combinations within the group and later show you 
additional options with Group One and Group Two pieces integrated together, but for now, 
let’s take a look at the footwear and handbag selections I’ve made for Group One.   
 
 

http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/pants/view_allpants/PRD~839312/Croft+and+Barrow+StraightLeg+Ponte+Pants.jsp
http://www.dillards.com/product/Jones-New-York-Sport-LeopardPrint-Cardigan_301_-1_301_502906611
http://www.dillards.com/product/Jones-New-York-Sport-LeopardPrint-Tee_301_-1_301_502906493
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/sweaters/view_allsweaters/PRD~902530/ELLE+Ruffle+Cardigan.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/pants/view_allpants/PRD~161283/AB+Studio+Townsend+FlatFront+Pants.jsp
http://shop.steinmart.com/Stein-Mart-Lace-Mock-Neck/dp/B005I18O4U?id=Stein+Mart+Lace+Mock+Neck&field_product_site_launch_date_utc=-1y&field_availability=-1&field_browse=2732714011&searchSize=12&searchPage=6&searchNodeID=2732714011&refinementHistory=brandt


Shoes - Group One 
 

CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF PUMPS FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 
 

   
SOFT STYLE 

GUILANA PUMP 
(BLACK) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2” 
$45.00 

zappos.com 
 

GABRIELLA ROCHA 
GRAZIA PUMP 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2¼” 
$39.00 $32.00 
zappos.com 

NINE WEST 
NUNCIO PUMP 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2½ “ 
$69.00 $45.10 
zappos.com 

   
FITZWELL 

PARTY PUMP 
(BLACK) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2¼” 
$69.00 $58.65 

zappos.com 
 

ROMANTIC SOLES 
HALLIE PUMP 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 
$59.00 $53.10 
zappos.com 

VANELI 
DJALMA PUMP 
(BLACK SATIN) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2” 

$100.00 $80.00 
zappos.com 

My picks from these choices would have to be either the Nine West “Nuncio” pump or the 
Romantic Soles “Hallie” pump.  Both of these shoes have a 2½” heel, but are cut in very 
graceful lines giving the appearance of a higher heeled pump. 
 
I really don’t have a definitive favorite in the booties category on the right.  Both the 
Fitzwell and Aldo booties are an excellent value combined with great style.  I also like the 
Aerosoles bootie because the style is nice and I know that the Aerosoles shoe brand is very 
comfortable.  If you’re planning to wear the bootie more with pants, I’d say go with either 
the Aerosoles or Aldo.  If you’re planning to pair the bootie with skirts more frequently, I’d 
recommend the Fitzwell because of the lack of hardware which eliminates the need to use 
jewelry in the same tones.  All of these boots will work quite nicely with skirts or pants, 
however, just remember to keep with silver tone metals in jewelry when wearing the 
Aerosoles or Aldo booties with a skirt. 

 
OPTIONAL - CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF PUMPS FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 

 

  
FRANCO SARTO  

LUXE PUMP 
(LEOPARD HAIRCALF) 

HEEL HEIGHT 3½” – PLATFORM ½” 
MSRP $99.00 $29.70 

6pm.com 

MAURICE’S  
PARTY ANIMAL PUMP 

(LEOPARD) 
$29.99 

maurices.com 

J. RENEE 
KARI PUMP 
(LEOPARD) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 
$84.95 $67.96 

zappos.com 
When selecting shoes or boots, a good thing to keep in mind is that a platform helps to 
equalize heel height, so a shoe with a 3½” heel such as the Franco Sarto pump, above left, 
would equate to a 3” heel.  By the way, that is the pump that would be my first choice from 
the leopard print selections if you can handle a 3” heel.  It’s an excellent value – a $99 shoe 
for just under $30.  And the haircalf finish give it a similar look to shoes you’ll find at five 
times the suggested retail of this pump.   

 
CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF BOOTIES FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 

 

  
FITZWELL 

ANDREA BOOTIE 
(BLACK) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 
MSRP $119.00 $39.70 

6pm.com 
 

A2 BY AEROSOLES 
SEDIMENT ANKLE BOOT 

(BLACK) 
$79.99 $63.99 

kohls.com 

ALDO 
GREMLER BOOTIE 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2¾” 

MSRP $110.00 $33.00 
6pm.com 

http://www.zappos.com/soft-style-guiliana-black-vitello
http://www.zappos.com/gabriella-rocha-grazia-black-kid
http://www.zappos.com/nine-west-nuncio-black-leather
http://www.maurices.com/product/index.jsp?productId=11602130
http://www.6pm.com/franco-sarto-luxe-tan-black-leopard-haircalf
http://www.zappos.com/j-renee-kari-black-brown-leather
http://www.zappos.com/fitzwell-party-black-patent
http://www.zappos.com/romantic-soles-hallie-black
http://www.zappos.com/vaneli-djalma-black-satin
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/landingpages/bootshop/anklebooties/PRD~935657/A2+by+Aerosoles+Sediment+Ankle+Boots.jsp
http://www.6pm.com/fitzwell-andrea-chocolate-calf
http://www.6pm.com/aldo-gremler-cognac


 
 

CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF TALL BOOTS FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 
 

 
 

 

ANNIE 
BATTALIA KNEE BOOT 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2¾” 

MSRP $89.95 $53.97 
6pm.com 

 

MAURICE’S 
VENUE OVER THE KNEE WEDGE 

BOOT 
(BLACK) 
$49.00 

maurices.com 

ANNIE 
BIJOU KNEE BOOT 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2¾” 

MSRP $89.95 $53.97 
6pm.com 

   
NINE WEST 

TILDAWN KNEE BOOTS 
(BLACK) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 
MSRP $79.99 $47.99 

6PM.COM 
 

AK ANNE KLEIN 
DIRK KNEE BOOTS 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2” 

MSRP $169.00 $67.60 
6PM.COM 

BANDALINO 
EYECANDY KNEE BOOTS 

(BLACK) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2¼” 

MSRP $159.00 $63.60 
6PM.COM 

The Nine West “Tildawn” boot is my choice from the selections because though it only has a 
2” heel, the graceful proportions give it a similar appearance to a higher heeled boot.  Also, 
the absence of hardware on this boot makes it very easy to wear with gold or silver jewelry. 

 

Handbags - Group One 
 

CHOOSE ONE HANDBAG FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 
 

  
 

GIANI BERNINI 
DOUBLE ZIP SATCHEL 

(BLACK) 
$98.00 $57.99 

macys.com 

OLIVIA + JOY 
BIG SPENDER SATCHEL 

(BLACK PYTHON) 
$88.00 $65.99 

macys.com 

MERONA 
TOTE 

(BLACK) 
$44.99 

target.com 

   
RED BY MARC ECKO 

FLUTTERING BOWS HOBO 
(BLACK) 

$79.00 $34.99 
macys.com 

CARLOS BY CARLOS SANTANA 
IN THE MIX BARREL SATCHEL 

(BLACK-MULTI) 
$98.00 $72.99 

macys.com 

CARLOS BY CARLOS SANTANA 
FLOUR TOTE BAG 

(BLACK) 
$85.00 $46.99 

macys.com 
The selections shown here are fairly diverse, but based on the choices that you made in the 
“Rate the Fashion,” questionnaire coupled with selections that I feel will work well with the 
wardrobe pieces in Group One.  All handbags are of a structured style that will go nicely 
with the clean lines of your wardrobe.   The Red by Marc Ecko hobo, and the Carlos 
Santana tote feature ruffles or rosettes as did your favorite choice in the “Rate the 
Handbag” questionnaire.  Your great taste is evidenced by the fact that you chose a very 
pricey high end bag as your fav.  These were as close as I could come to it while staying 
within your budget.  I also selected one bag that is not solid black – the Carlos by Carlos 
Santana “In the Mix” barrel satchel.  The colors and patterns in this bag will work 
beautifully with your wardrobe pieces should you opt for this style.  My personal pick from 
the selections here is the Merona tote from Target because I love the shape and lines of the 
bag.  It is also one of the more affordable choices, making it a strong contender! 
 

http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=605565&CategoryID=27686&LinkType=
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=598158&CategoryID=27686&LinkType=
http://www.target.com/p/Merona-Tote-Black/-/A-13475008
http://www.6pm.com/annie-battalia-wide-calf-black-antique
http://www.maurices.com/product/index.jsp?productId=11829164
http://www.6pm.com/annie-bijou-wide-calf-black-antique
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=580825&CategoryID=27686&LinkType=&swatchColor=Black
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=592628&CategoryID=27686&LinkType=&swatchColor=Black%20Multi
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=504166&CategoryID=27686&LinkType=
http://www.6pm.com/nine-west-tilldawn-black
http://www.6pm.com/ak-anne-klein-dirk-black-stretch-synthetic
http://www.6pm.com/bandolino-eyecandy-black-leather


Group Two 

 
 

 
HALOGEN 

BELTED SKIRT 
(ESPRESSO COMBO) 

$78.00 
nordstrom.com 

GIBSON 
TWEED RIDING JACKET 

(CAFÉ) 
$98.00 

nordstrom.com 

CROFT AND BARROW 
CABLE-KNIT SWEATER 

(RUST) 
$44.00 $24.99 

kohls.com 

  
 

ELLE  
FLARE TWILL PANTS 

(TOAST) 
$54.00 $24.99 

kohls.com 

STEIN MART 
RIBBED TURTLENECK 

(CHOCOLATE) 
$19.99 

steinmart.com 

H & M 
EQUESTRIAN LOOK BLAZER 

(BEIGE-MULTI) 
$29.99 
hm.com 

The 9 pieces in Group Two are a bit more casual than the selections in Group One, but they 
are also solid building blocks for a stylish wardrobe 

 
 

 
MAURICE’S 

LONG CASUAL SKIRT 
(MUSHROOM) 

$36.00 
maurices.com 

212 COLLECTION 
SATEEN SHIRT 

(WHITE) 
$44.00 $19.80 

kohls.com 

INC INTERNATIONAL CONCEPTS 
L/S MARLED KNIT RUFFLE 

CARDIGAN 
(CAFÉ/NEUTRAL) 

$89.50 
MACYS.COM 

 

The ensemble at left, created by Macy’s is a 
great starting point.  I’ve chosen the blazer 
and skirt from Macy’s in my selections, but 
have replaced the blouse and pullover with 
less pricey pieces that create a very similar 
look, so we’ll use this to start our wardrobe 
building blocks.  Here, we’ve combined the 
white blouse with the espresso check skirt, 
tweed jacket and rust sweater to create an 
off-beat, dressy casual look.  Remove the 
sweater and wear the skirt and blouse alone 
or with the tweed jacket for a more classic 
look, or skip the blouse and wear the rust 
sweater with or without the jacket for more 
casual attire.  By the way, I wanted to 
incorporate some rust into your wardrobe 
because it will work beautifully with your 
hair color and complexion.  If you should opt 
for Group One as your wardrobe building 
blocks, consider adding the rust sweater to 
it. 
 
The brown turtleneck can be worn with this 
skirt, with or without the jacket for a 
completely different look. 

 
 

http://www.maurices.com/product/index.jsp?productId=11528936
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/zbrandskiosk/women/212_collection/tops_jackets/PRD~859804/212+Collection+Sateen+Shirt.jsp
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=597446&CategoryID=260&LinkType=
http://shop.nordstrom.com/S/halogen-belted-skirt/3231488?origin=category&resultback=2817
http://shop.nordstrom.com/S/gibson-tweed-riding-jacket/3198981?origin=category&resultback=4612
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/sweaters/view_allsweaters/PRD~786448/Croft+and+Barrow+CableKnit+Sweater.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/pants/view_allpants/PRD~902529/ELLE+Flare+Twill+Pants.jsp
http://shop.steinmart.com/Stein-Mart-Ribbed-Turtleneck-Sweater/dp/B005OUHG94?id=Stein+Mart+Ribbed+Turtleneck+Sweater&field_product_site_launch_date_utc=-1y&field_availability=-1&field_browse=2732715011&searchSize=12&searchPage=1&searchNodeID=2732715011&re
http://www.hm.com/us/product/94548?article=94548-A


One again, almost every piece in this group works with every other piece, the exception 
being the Equestrian look blazer and the espresso check skirt.  Outside of that consider 
wearing each top with each bottom.  The white blouse, rust sweater, and brown turtleneck 
will work with all three bottom pieces: the twill pants, espresso check skirt, or the longer 
jean-style skirt.  Add the marled ruffle cardigan to any of these top and bottom 
combinations for another look.  You might also want to combine the tweed blazer and any 
of these tops with any of the bottoms selected in this group.  The equestrian blazer works 
with all tops and the twill pants or solid skirt.  Each top combo will also look great with 
jeans.To dress any of these looks up, pair them with a neutral pump, or to dress them 
down, choose a bootie. 
 
Your pearls, worn with or without the brooch pendants will work very nicely with any of the 
top combinations shown here.  Keep earrings simple; pearl studs, or hoops of gold or silver 
are all you’ll need to complete any of these looks. 
 
Now we’ll take a look a the footwear and handbags I’ve selected to work with Group Two 
 

Shoes - Group Two 
 

CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF PUMPS FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 
 

   
NINE WEST  

AUSTIN PUMP 
(NATURAL) 

HEEL HEIGHT2 ½” 
MSRP $75.00 $45.00 

6PM.COM 

STUART WEITZMAN 
SNOOKIE PUMP 

(TAN SNAKESKIN) 
HEEL HEIGHT1 ½” 

MSRP $298.00 $149.00 
6PM.COM 

BANDOLINO  
BERRY PUMP 
(NATURAL) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2” 
MSRP $60.00 $42.00 

6PM.COM 
. 
A neutral pump is a basic that every woman should consider.  It has a leg-lengthening 
effect like nothing else!  A neutral pump with hosiery matching as closely as possible will 
give you the appearance of longer, more slender legs.  Though most of the selections in 
Group Two are neutrals, these pumps can be worn to great effect with any color and are in 
many cases a better choice than a shoe that matches your skirt, since the change of color 
had a tendency to break the leg line.  I chose the three pumps above for their good neutral 
color coupled with easy to wear heel heights.  The Stuart Weitzman was included, because 
of the knot detail that is similar to the Christian Louboutin shoes that were your favorites in 
the “Rate the Shoes” questionnaire.  They would, however be my last choice among the 
selections, not only because of the price, but because of the detail.  The Nine West or 
Bandolino pumps will give you a better leg effect.  Though I love the appearance of the 

Bandolino, I think my first pick would be the Nine West because the neutral color 
encompasses the entire pump, all the way through the heel to give the best leg-line.  Either 
of these pumps, however would be a great choice. 
 

 
CHOOSE ONE PAIR OF BOOTIES FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 

 

   
TSUBO 

CUSUS BOOTIE 
(BROWN) 

HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 
MSRP $129.95 $77.97 

6pm.com 

MAURICE’S 
VERMONT SHERPA HIKER BOOTIE 

(TAN) 
$49.00 

HEEL HEIGHT 3½” 
maurices.com 

CALL IT SPRING 
KARA BOOTIE 

(COGNAC) 
HEEL HEIGHT 2½” 

MSRP $84.00 $42.00 
6pm.com 

 
Here, I’ve selected three very different styles of booties, each of which would work quite 
nicely with the wardrobe pieces in Group Two.  My personal pick from the trio would be the 
lace-up from Maurice’s.  Lace-up boots are really gaining in popularity, so it would make a 
great style statement.  It’s also the most casual of the bootie styles pictured, and has good 
traction on the sole.  It is, however a bit trendier than you might like, so either of the other 
styles would work very nicely with the choices in Group Two.  I especially like the lines of 
the Tsubo bootie and the fact that it has traction, but it does come with a higher price tag 
than the other two pair.  The Call it Spring bootie is a great basic style that will work 
equally well with skirts or pants, but lacks traction, making it my third place choice. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.6pm.com/tsubo-cusus-mid-brown-avocado
http://www.maurices.com/product/index.jsp?productId=11965613
http://www.6pm.com/call-it-spring-kara-cognac
http://www.6pm.com/nine-west-austin-light-natural-synthetic
http://www.6pm.com/stuart-weitzman-snookie-tan-wood-snake
http://www.6pm.com/bandolino-berry-natural-synthetic


Handbags - Group Two 
 

CHOOSE ONE HANDBAG FROM THE SELECTIONS BELOW 
 

   
RELIC 

CLASSIC RMX SHOPPER 
(CAMEL) 

$58.00 $34.80 
kohls.com 

BIG BUDDHA 
AMANDA DOME SATCHEL 

(OLIVE) 
$95.00 

dillards.com 

BIG BUDDAH 
ARLENE BAG 
(NEUTRAL) 

MSRP $89.95 $53.97 
6PM.COM 

   
ELLE 

PRIMROSE CLAMSHELL SHOPPER 
(LEGION BLUE) 

$99.00 $68.99 
kohls.com 

JENNIFER LOPEZ 
LORETTA HOBO 

(TAN) 
$109.00 $76.30 

kohls.com 

DANA BUCHMAN 
SASHA HOBO 

(PEBBLE) 
$109.00 $65.40 

kohls.com 

   
JENNIFER LOPEZ 

KIM PLEATED SATCHEL 
(TAN) 

$109.00 $76.30 
kohls.com 

RELIC 
WINDSOR SATCHEL 

(PEWTER) 
$58.00 $40.60 

kohls.com 

ALDO 
PICKINGS HANDBAG 

(CAMEL) 
MSRP $80.00 $39.50 

6PM.COM 

 
I’ve selected quite a variety of diverse bags for Group Two because there are a number of 
options that will work beautifully with this assortment.  Neutral colors will, of course do 
nicely, but my thoughts are running more with contrast than matching.  As you probably 
know, it’s no longer necessary or sometimes even desirable to match shoes and handbags.  
As one Vogue editor said, “If it doesn’t match perfect, clash, instead.”  So with that in mind, 
I’ve chosen a number of different looks. 
 
The Relic satchel in pewter is a great choice to dress up this casual grouping.  While in your 
preferences you said that you didn’t really care for metallics during the day, you did make a 
few choices in other areas that included metallics.  I like pewter because it works with any 
metal….gold, silver, or pretty much anything else.  The personal bag that I carry much of 
the time is a pewter bag.  It’s a great neutral, but with a bit of flair. 
 
Some of my more colorful selections are the olive green bag by Big Buddha.  I like this one 
because of the classic style and the bow ornament.  It will add a touch of femininity to 
anything that it’s carried with.  It will also work very nicely with most of the Group One 
clothing for times when you’d rather “clash than match.”  The blue clamshell shopper from 
Elle is another great option.  It boast some very classic lines and the blue color will give 
some pop to otherwise neutral ensembles.  It will also be a great piece to tie in the blue of 
your blue jeans when other items are worn with them. 
 
As far as the neutral choices go, I love the Big Buddha Arlene bag.  The rosettes are very 
stylish and feminine.  The Jennifer Lopez tan hobo has clean, classic lines that I love, so it 
would be another great option. 
 
It’s a tough choice, but for my pick, I’m going to have to go with the Elle Primrose Clam 
Shopper in blue.  I really like the contrast and unexpected jolt of color that it will bring to 
the Group Two wardrobe as well as the structured lines of the purse. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/viewall/PRD~948627/Relic+Classic+RMX+Shopper.jsp
http://www.dillards.com/product/Big-Buddha-Amanda-Dome-Satchel_301_-1_301_502849147?linkshare=null/affiliate
http://www.6pm.com/product/7883959/color/43
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/shop_bycolor/tan/PRD~892728/ELLE+Primrose+Clamshell+Shopper.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/shop_bycolor/tan/PRD~914149/Jennifer+Lopez+Loretta+Hobo.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/shop_bycolor/tan/PRD~893220/Dana+Buchman+Sasha+Hobo.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/shop_bycolor/tan/PRD~914137/Jennifer+Lopez+Kim+Pleated+Satchel.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/handbagsaccessories/handbags/shop_bycolor/metallic/PRD~550385/Relic+Windsor+Satchel.jsp
http://www.6pm.com/aldo-pickings-camel


Dresses 
 

You probably noticed a lack of dresses in each of the two groups.  I decided to do dresses 
separately as they pretty much go on their own merits.  I’ve prepared a selection for you 
that goes from semi-casual to semi-formal.  Choose one or two to enhance your wardrobe 
options. 
 

  
 

NEW DIRECTIONS 
MULTI-COLORED PRINTED DRESS 

(MULTI) 
$90.00 $45.00 

belk.com 

MAX & MIA 
DRAWSTRING WAIST DRESS 

(SIENNA) 
$68.00 $39.90 
nordstrom.com 

SOPHIE MAX 
STRIPE KNIT DRESS 

(CHILI/WOOD) 
$98.00 $48.99 

belk.com 

   
CALVIN KLEIN 

FLUTTER-SLEEVE DRESS 
(CHARCOAL) 

$118.00 $41.30 
dillards.com 

MAX AND CLEO 
RUFFLENECK TIERED DRESS 

(BALTIC BLUE/BLACK) 
$118.00 $19.98 

belk.com 

MAX AND CLEO 
2-FER-DRESS 

(WHITE/SANDAL) 
$118.00 $41.30 

dillards.com 

 
Here, we have an assortment of dresses – each with a very distinctive personality. 
 
The three dresses on the top row, opposite left, are the most casual, and yet the biggest 
departure from your normal style.   Here’s a rundown on all the dresses and why I chose 
them. 
 

1. New Directions Multi-Colored Printed Dress – This dress is cut in a very flattering 
style.  The scoop neck will elongate your neckline, as the muted stripes elongate your 
body as the cinched empire waist will whittles your midsection.  The dress is much 
trendier than your norm, but I feel it would be a very good style for you.  It is a very 
up-to-the minute Boho design that will give you lots of fashion mileage.  It will work 
especially well with group two, and can be worn with the tweed blazer or the marled 
cardigan to create a couple of different looks. 

2. Max & Mia Drawstring Waist Dress – This is the most casual look of al of my dress 
selections.  I chose it for the beautiful sienna color that will work so nicely with your 
hair color.  It is a seasonless dress and can be worn year-round.  The dropped 
waistline will help to camouflage any mid-section problems as well.  This dress can be 
worn with both of the jacket selections from Group Two to change the look a bit.  
When wearing solo, opt for the neutral pumps and hosiery, but when wearing with 
one of the jackets try it with the booties and tights in the same color way as the 
footwear.  This dress will also work with the cardigan in Group One and can be paired 
nicely with the black pumps and neutral hosiery or the tall boots and black tights. 

3. Sophie Max Stripe Knit Dress – I chose this dress for the elongating v-neck and 
flattering waistline detail.  The rich autumnal colors will also work quite nicely with 
Group Two.  The unusual sleeve detail adds visual interest to the dress. 

4. Calvin Klein Flutter-Sleeve Dress – I selected this one because of the flattering and 
fashion-forward sheath style along with the interesting flutter sleeves which serve to 
accent your shoulders while minimizing the hips.  The high neckline and simple cut of 
the dress will be an excellent foil for your long pearl strands and vintage brooch 
pendants.  Wear with neutral hosiery and pumps or off-black hosiery and black 
pumps. 

5. Max and Cleo Ruffleneck Tiered Dress – This is a very flattering style.  I have one in a 
similar cut.  The Baltic blue color will bring out your eyes while adding color to a 
mostly neutral wardrobe palette.  This dress would combine nicely with the cardigan 
from Group One. 

6. Max and Cleo 2-Fer-Dress – I picked this one because it is very similar to one of your 
“love it” style picks from the questionnaires.  The ruffle neckline is very sophisticated 
and feminine, while the ruched skirt works as an excellent camouflage for tummy 
issues.  This versatile dress can be easily paired with the tweed jacket and marled 
cardigan from Group Two or the black cardigan or leather jacket from Group One.  A 
very versatile dress, you’ll get lots of fashion mileage from it while enjoying the 
feminine sophistication. 

  
(More dresses on the next page) 

 
 

http://www.belk.com/AST/Main/Belk_Primary/Women/Shop/Dresses/Casual/PRD~1501248040224B/ND+New+Directions+Multi+Colored+Printed+Dress.jsp?off=5
http://shop.nordstrom.com/S/max-mia-drawstring-waist-dress/3193450?origin=category&resultback=5115
http://www.belk.com/AST/Main/Belk_Primary/Women/Shop/Dresses/Casual/PRD~18035521B07F55/Sophie+Max+Stripe+Knit+Dress.jsp?off=8
http://www.dillards.com/product/Calvin-Klein-FlutterSleeve-Dress_301_-1_301_502741806?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111
http://www.belk.com/AST/Main/Belk_Primary/Women/Shop/Dresses/Casual/PRD~1501148XAB6M825/Max+++Cleo+Ruffleneck+Tiered+Dress.jsp?off=15
http://www.dillards.com/product/Max-and-Cleo-Ruffle-2Fer-Dress_301_-1_301_502635765?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111


   
JONES NEW YORK 

ROSETTE WAIST ANIMAL-PRINT 
DRESS 

(LEOPARD PRINT) 
$138.00 $48.30 

dillards.com 

NEW DIRECTIONS 
GRAPHIC FLORAL PRINT 

GATHERED WAIST DRESS 
(BLACK/WHITE) 
$76.00 $9.98 

belk.com 

SANGRIA 
V-NECK DRESS 

(JUTE) 
$80.00 $28.00 
dillards.com 

   
LAUREN BY RALPH LAUREN 
RUCHED SHEATH DRESS 

(BLACK) 
$130.00 $45.50 

dillards.com 

NEW DIRECTIONS  
SOLID CAP-SLEEVE BELTED 

DRESS 
(BLACK) 

$90.00 $45.00 
belk.com 

ALEX EVENINGS 
LACE-DETAILED DRESS 

(BLACK) 
$140.00 $49.00 

dillards.com 

 

 

7.     Jones New York Animal-Print Rosette Waist Dress – This little number   
combines the exotic flair of a leopard print with feminine detailing in the rosette 
waist.  The ruching serves to hide tummy issues.  This is a great all-season 
style that can be dressed up or down to go almost anywhere. 

8.          New Directions Graphic Floral Print Gathered Waist Dress – The detail that first  
appealed to me regarding this dress is the flattering sweetheart neckline which 
at the same time serves to elongate the neckline while enhancing the bust.  
The gathering at the waistline will help to create the look of an hourglass figure.  
This one may require a shaper garment underneath, but it’s still a fabulous 
choice nonetheless.  The black and white graphic floral is very timely and will 
speak volumes about your fashion savvy, while the mark-down price of $9.98 
leaves you smiling. 

9.         Sangria V-Neck Dress – This pretty dress boasts two great figure enhancers: a   
v-neckline while is elongating and slenderizing and a ruched bodice that helps 
to hide any tummy problems.  The style is seasonless, classic, and timeless.  
This dress could be paired with the black cardigan from Group One to great 
effect! 

10. Lauren by Ralph Lauren Ruched Sheath Dress – The timeless, classic sheath is   
Updated here with tummy-flattering ruching, this is an all-season go-to dress   
for anytime you want to look polished and sophisticated.  This dress will also be 
a fabulous foil for your pearls. 

11. New Directions Solid Cap-Sleeve Belted Dress - This is perhaps the most classic  
and timeless of all the dress selections.  The universally flattering A-line cut will 
make you feel elegant and sophisticated.  The cap sleeves are kinder to middle-
age arms than sleeveless styles, so that’s another plus for this hardworking 
dress.  It is a dress that can take you pretty much anywhere you want to go in 
style.  Like the previous dress, it’s a great backdrop for your signature pearls.  
For a couple of alternate looks, try pairing with the black cardigan from Group 
One, or to add a bit of edge, wear with the leather jacket from the same group. 

12. Alex Evenings Lace-Detailed Dress – There’s a lot to love about this dress.  All- 
over lace detailing, arm-flattering ¾ sleeves, and tummy-friendly ruching.  This 
dress is less versatile than the other selections in that it is an after five style, 
but if a great dress for special evenings out is a priority, then this one is a sure 
bet! 
 

With so many great dresses to choose from, I know it’s going to be hard to pick only one or 
two!  My top pick is #11, the New Directions A-line dress.  A great little black dress belongs 
in every woman’s wardrobe and this one is hard to beat. 
 
If using Group One as your core wardrobe, my second selection would be the Calvin Klein 
flutter-sleeve dress.  If going with Group Two as your core, I like the Max & Mia drawstring 
waist dress. 
 
I will have to admit that I really love #8, the New Directions graphic floral print at the 
incredible price of $9.98.  You may want to consider this regardless of which group is 
chosen as your core wardrobe.  You really don’t come across a steal like this very often! 

 

 

http://www.dillards.com/product/Sangria-VNeck-Dress_301_-1_301_502706472?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111
http://www.dillards.com/product/Jones-New-York-RosetteWaist-AnimalPrint-Dress_301_-1_301_502707393?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111
http://www.belk.com/AST/Main/Belk_Primary/Women/Shop/Dresses/Casual/PRD~1500341104659ND/ND+New+Directions+Graphic+Floral+Print+Gathered+Waist+Dress.jsp?off=74
http://www.dillards.com/product/Lauren-by-Ralph-Lauren-Dress-Ruched-Sheath-Dress_301_-1_301_502743766?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111
http://www.dillards.com/product/Alex-Evenings-LaceDetailed-Dress_301_-1_301_502545966?splashlink=dd_w_tc1_dressesspecialoccasion_060111
http://www.belk.com/AST/Main/Belk_Primary/Women/Shop/Dresses/Casual/PRD~150227310284597/ND+New+Directions+Solid+Cap+Sleeve+Belted+Dress.jsp?off=9


 
 
 

Combining Groups One and Two 
 

Since you’re on a strict budget, you’ll probably want to select either Group One or Group 
Two as your core wardrobe and then as finances permit, expand from there.  Keeping that 
in mind Groups One and Two are designed to work together or separately.  To keep things 
simple, I’m going to hypothetically assume that you’ve selected Group One, so I’ll take 
some of the Group Two pieces and show you some possible combinations with the Group 
One clothing.  Should Group Two become your core wardrobe, you can simply reverse this 
logic. 
 
 
ADDITION:  Halogen Belted Skirt  

 
When deciding to add pieces from Group Two to your Group One core, this just might be 
the first selection I’d add.  Take a look at some of the many ways to combine it with the 
Group One wardrobe elements. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
   

In the image above, I’ve selected the Emely Ruffle Blouse and the ELLE faux leather jacket 
to wear with the Halogen skirt.  Nine West “Tildawn” knee boots, Red by Marc Ecko hobo, 
and a large stone ring complete the look.  Also try partnering the black mock-neck and the 
jacket or the black cardigan and white blouse with the Halogen skirt.  An alternate look can 
be achieved by substituting the boots for pumps and black tights.  The taupe mock-neck 
lace top from Stein Mart could also be substituted for any of these tops for yet another look. 
 
Another variation that I like is paring this skirt with the Elle chiffon blouse: 
 

 

Here I’ve paired the Elle tie-neck chiffon 
blouse with the Halogen skirt.  I’ve 
accessoried with the black booties from 
Fitzwell and the olive bow handbag by Big 
Buddha.  Again, amber colored stone jewelry 
will be a perfect accent.  This time I’ve 
chosen a choker-style necklace and small-
stone stud earrings. 
 
Notice the contrast in the handbag and 
booties.  It’s no longer necessary or even 
always desirable to match the bag and 
shoes.  I really like the contrast here, and 
how the bag complements the blouse.  Since 
the skirt has both black and brown, either 
color bag would also work with this outfit. 



Moving on along, the next addition I’d incorporate from Group Two is the white blouse if 
you don’t already own a nice one.  Here are some ways to wear it with Group One attire. 
 
 
ADDITION:  211 White Sateen Shirt 
 

 
 

 

Here’s a combination that’s smart, 
polished and very classic.  It’s casual 
enough for a day of shopping but 
dressy enough for most church 
services.  It would even be appropriate 
for lectures should the opportunity 
present itself in the future.   
 
I’ve taken the white shirt and placed it 
with the taupe pants and black 
cardigan.  The booties are “Andrea” 
from Fitzwell and the bag is the Olivia 
+ Joy satchel from Macy’s.  Simple 
accessorizing is all that’s needed here.  
I’ve selected pearl strands and 
hoop/pearl earrings, however pearl 
studs would look just as nice.  A classic 
watch with a black leather band 
completes the ensemble. 
 
To vary this look a bit, swap the 
booties for pumps and perhaps change 
the pearl jewelry out for gold. 
 
You could also wear the top pieces with 
the black pants or skirt.  Or, you could 
substitute the leather jacket for a 
slightly edgier look. 

Adding the tweed riding jacket presents even more options.  It would be lovely mated with 
the leopard print tie-neck blouse or olive chiffon blouse.  Either of the top combinations 
would work beautifully with either pair of pants in the group, or with jeans for a more 
casual look. 
 
The rust sweater (or a tee shirt of the same color) would work nicely with any of the 
bottoms in Group One, and if the sweater is chosen, would look stunning with or without 
the white shirt underneath.  It would also look great with the leather jacket (sans white 
shirt) and either pair of pants or the skirt. 
 
Likewise, the brown turtleneck would work beautifully in any of the above combinations.  It 
would also be very sharp and stylish worn with the Halogen skirt and the black faux leather 
jacket.  Booties, tall boots, or pumps would vary the look taking it from rather casual to 
fairly dressy.  It would also be a fabulous backdrop for your signature pearl look. 
 
The tan twill pants or longer mushroom-color skirt will each work with every blouse and 
shirt in Group One and these looks can easily be paired with either the sweater or jacket for 
more fashion mileage. 
 
The marled ruffle sweater from Group Two would also work with every single blouse, top, 
pant, and skirt in Group One, as well as the previous carry-overs from Group Two. 
 
The looks that can be created from these pieces could conceivably give you an entire 
season’s worth of looks without having to repeat the same one twice.  All from twenty 
pieces of clothing.  And I’m betting you probably already have some white blouses 
comparable to the ones I’ve selected from Groups One and Two, so that would bring the 
number of apparel items down to 18.   
 
I realize that you probably are not in a position to purchase 18 items of clothing plus shoes 
and a handbag in one sitting, but keeping these styles as a guideline will help you in 
making future clothing and accessory purchases.  And one of the great things about this 
wardrobe plan is that the selected pieces are timeless.  The won’t quickly go out of fashion, 
so as you incorporate them into your closet, you’ll be constantly expanding your options for 
this season and the ones to come. 
 
On the next page I’ll show you a few optional items that I didn’t feel made the cut for the 
core wardrobe essentials, but they are nice enough, nonetheless that I wanted to share 
them with you as some great options to consider as you continue to build your new 
wardrobe. 

 
 



Fun Extras! 
 

These were some items that I came across while working on your wardrobe plan that for 
one reason or another didn’t make the final cut, but I felt were worth sharing with you.  If 
you already have some similar items to some of the ones in the plan, you may wish to 
substitute one of these, or as budget permits and it as an extra item. 
 

   
NEWPORT NEWS 

LACE PENCIL SKIRT 
(BLACK) 

$49.00 $39.00 
newport-news.com 

Christian Louboutin  
Knotted Pump  

(probable knock-off) 
(black) 
$89.00 

mumshoes.com 

JENNIFER LOPEZ 
PEEP-TOE PLATFORM HIGH HEELS 

(BLACK LACE) 
$69.99 $48.99 

kohls.com 

 
I know the shoes here are not practical for you, but I loved the look of the lace slingbacks, 
and thought I’d include them here in case you find an occasion where you won’t be doing a 
lot of standing or walking.  One thing to keep in mind while considering these shoes is that 
the higher the platform, the more neutralized the heel height, thus the shoe is easier to 
walk in.  I included the “Louboutins,” which I’m sure have to be knock-offs at this price, 
because they were your favorites in the questionnaire.  I usually try to be ‘good’ and avoid 
knock-offs, but at that price they really are tempting.  I just might have to nab a pair of the 
“Louboutins” for myself.  The lace skirt would be a more practical choice for you, however.  
It’s a beautiful skirt and there’s nothing more beautiful or feminine than lace!  This skirt 
would be great with the black mock-neck  or the mock-neck and cardigan from Group One.  
You might even want to substitute this for one of the dress selections, as it would take you 
to any evening event in style. 
 

   
DANA BUCHMAN 
LEATHER JACKET 

(BLACK) 
$270.00 $189.00 

kohls.com 

SAY WHAT? 
SLEEVELESS OPEN-STITCH 

RUFFLED VEST 
(TAUPE) 

$38.00 $24.99 
macys.com 

AB STUDIO 
DOUBLE-BREASTED CAPE 

(BLACK) 
$68.00 $34.00 

kohls.com 

 
I included the Dana Buchman Leather Jacket in case you’re not comfortable with faux 
leather.  This jacket could be substituted for the jacket in Group One.  This is a nice simple-
lined jacket that would work easily with all the other pieces in Group One, but if you don’t 
have a problem with faux leather, I’d recommend staying with the original choice as I like 
the peplum style of the other one just a little better. 
 
The “Say What?” vest is included here because the clothing style that you chose as your 
favorite in the Sportswear Questionnaire featured a very similar vest (that is no longer 
available).  This vest would be a great addition to the Group One or Group Two core 
wardrobes.  Pair it with the taupe pants and leopard tee in Group One, or wear it with the 
tee and a pair of jeans.  In Group Two, it would work with the pants or longer skirt worn 
with the brown turtleneck. 
 
The AB Studio Double-Breasted Cape would be a fabulous Addition to Group One, as it 
would be excellent paired with any of the bottoms and tops from that group.  Capes are 
major news for this fall, and this one is a classic style that will give you many years of 
enjoyment.  The reason it didn’t make the final cut – it doesn’t work all that well with most 
of the Group Two pieces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/zbrandskiosk/women/danabuchman/coats/PRD~884927/Dana+Buchman+Leather+Jacket.jsp
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens/jacketsblazers/dressy/PRD~841062/AB+Studio+DoubleBreasted+Cape.jsp
http://www1.macys.com/catalog/product/index.ognc?ID=589210&PseudoCat=se-xx-xx-xx.esn_results
http://www.newport-news.com/lace-pencil-skirt.html
http://www.kohls.com/kohlsStore/womens_shoes/features/trends/platforms/PRD~853329/Jennifer+Lopez+PeepToe+Platform+High+Heels.jsp
http://www.mumshoes.com/pumps-479-lady.html


Finally, I’ve selected a number of tops that would be great additions to your 
wardrobe, whether you go with Group One or Group Two. 
 

   
FOREVER 21 

LONG-LINE LIGHTWEIGHT 
SWEATER (RUST) 

$11.50 
forever21.com 

 

ABG 
RUFFLE TOP 
TURQUOISE 

$21.99 
goodysonline.com 

BODY CENTRAL 
RUCHED HACCI TOP 

(ORANGE) 
$19.80 

bodyc.com 

You’ll notice a recurring pattern here – shades of rust and blue – colors I think would be 
outstanding for you.  The first top is a great bargain from Forever 21.  I like it because of 
the rich, rust color and the simple tee-shirt style lines.  You may actually prefer it to the 
rust sweater in Group Two because of its lighter weight.  It can, of course be worn all of 
the great combinations that the Group Two sweater works with. 
 
The middle top is one that I love, especially for the price.  The turquoise color is really 
going to bring out your eyes while the rows of ruffles tend to camouflage any figure flaws. 
 
The third choice, upper right, is a ruched top in orange.  At least that’s what the write-up 
calls the color.  To me it looks like a muted sienna, which I feel is one of your best colors.  
The design of this top is very slenderizing with the ruched bodice which tends to hide mid-
section “puffiness” and the empire waistline which draws attention to the bust. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

   
BOSTON PROPER 

MODERN SLEEVELESS KNOT TOP 
(TURQUOISE) 

$29.00 
bostonproper.com 

BOSTON PROPER 
IKAT PRINT RUCHED TOP 

(BROWN/MULTI) 
$79.00 $69.00 

bostonproper.com 

BOSTON PROPER 
ROSETTE BABY-DOLL TOP 

(BAY BLUE) 
$49.00 

bostonproper.com 
The tops above were chosen in order to bring more blue into your wardrobe.   
 
They are primarily for spring and summer, but the one in the center could 
span the fall and winter seasons quite nicely with the addition of a jacket.  All 
three of these pieces feature a similar, flattering cut that is effective in 
camouflaging problems in the midsection and drawing attention upward to the 
bust.  The V-necklines tend to lengthen the neck, also contributing to a longer, 
more slenderizing effect.   
 
All three of these tops work splendidly with jeans.  The two solid tops will also 
look great fantastic with the black pants in Group One or the twill pants from 
Group Two.  The center top will work best with the taupe pants in Group One 
or the twill pants from Group Two.  The tweed riding jacket from the same 
group could bring this top into the fall and winter seasons.  Tribal and Ikat 
prints are big fashion news for 2011/2012, making the center top a hot 
fashion choice, justifying the higher price-tag attached to it. 
 
The rosette baby-doll top is also a little on the pricey side, but also one of the 
most flattering cuts you can wear.  If this one is out of range but you’d like to 
add it, seek out similar styles at TJ Maxx, Ross, Burlington Coat Factory or 
Cato. 
 
 
 

http://www.forever21.com/Product/Product.aspx?BR=f21&Category=sw_other&ProductID=2000026008&VariantID=
http://shop.stagestores.com/catalog/product/view/id/159379/s/agb-ruffle-top/category/17/?fromCategory=17
http://www.bodyc.com/products/ruched-hacci-top/
http://www.bostonproper.com/product/Modern-sleeveless-knot-top/832241/sc/109/c/54/pc/42.uts
http://www.bostonproper.com/product/Ikat-print-ruched-top/833745/sc/109/c/54/pc/42.uts
http://www.bostonproper.com/product/Rosette-empire-baby-doll-top/831849/sc/109/c/54/pc/42.uts


 

   
FOREVER 21 

SPECKLED COWL NECK TOP 
(RUST/NAVY) 

$15.80 
forever21.com 

BOSTON PROPER 
RUCHED LONG-SLEEVE KNIT TOP 

(BLACK) 
$39.00 

bostonproper.com 

FOREVER 21 
TIERED KNIT TOP 

(RUST) 
$15.80 

forever21.com 
 
The two end selections in this section bring in more of that beautiful rust color.  The cowl 
neck top on the left is a loosely structured style that is quite easy to wear.  It could be 
exchanged for the rust sweater in Group Two for most of the ensembles including that 
top.  It’s slightly less versatile in that the cowl neckline does not permit layering with the 
white shirt, however, so I’d recommend it as an addition rather than a replacement for 
the sweater.  Although you can’t really see it in the picture above the “speckles” in this 
top are navy blue.  You can get a better view by clicking the link and then zooming in on 
the catalog photo. 
 
The tiered knit top on the right could likewise be swapped out with most of the looks that 
the Group Two sweater works in, but like its sister on the left, is not designed to be 
layered.  The ruffles are unbelievably flattering, though, so considering the extra low price 
tag, you might want to snatch it up as an addition.    The cut and color of this top will also 
complement Group One selections quite attractively.  Consider wearing with any bottom 
piece in that group. 
 
The black top in the center is another one that features the body-friendly cut of the three 
blouses from the previous set plus an attractive and bust enhancing sweetheart neckline.  
It will, of course work beautifully with jeans, but will also click with all of the pant 
selections in both groups. 

 

 

   
BOSTON PROPER 

BABY-DOLL KNIT TOP 
(WHITE) 
$39.00 

bostonproper.com 

NEWPORT NEWS 
HI-LO JERSEY SWING TUNIC 

(OLIVE) 
$39.00 $19.00 

newportnews.com 

MIDNIGHT VELVET 
SCOOP INSET TOP 

(BLUE) 
$54.95 $49.95 

midnightvelvet.com 
 
The top on the left from Boston Proper is another take on the ruched and/or 
gathered styles shown previously, this time in white.  Pair with any bottom 
piece from either group. 
 
The blue top from Midnight Velvet on the right is yet another variation of a 
similar effect; this time in a swing style.  Note the pretty sleeve detailing that 
complements the swing style bodice.  While this is one of the more expensive 
selections, a less expensive alternative may be found at one of the popular off-
price stores. 
 
The center top from Newport News would be stunning on you.  Note the 
similarity in hair color and complexion of the model wearing this tunic and 
your own, and note how well the olive color works for her.    The hi-lo 
asymmetric hem of this top is very fashion forward, as is the ruffled neckline.  
This tunic will pair nicely with jeans or any bottom piece from either group, 
with the exception of the longer skirt in Group Two.  The longer lengths and 
flare of both pieces would shorten your body-lines too much, even though the 
colors are very compatible. 
 

 

 

http://www.bostonproper.com/product/Knot-baby-doll-knit-top/828286/sc/109/c/54/pc/42.uts
http://www.newport-news.com/hi-lo-jersey-knit-swing-tunic.html
http://www.midnightvelvet.com/Clothing/Tops/Scoop-Inset-Top.pro?fpi=57154&catCd=VW
http://www.forever21.com/Product/Product.aspx?BR=f21&Category=top&ProductID=2000032376&VariantID=
http://www.bostonproper.com/product/Ruched-knot-long-sleeve-top/833119/sc/109/c/54/pc/42.uts
http://www.forever21.com/Product/Product.aspx?BR=f21&Category=top_knit&ProductID=2000031518&VariantID=


My final suggested extra is a classic trench coat. This is something that belongs in every 
wardrobe.  The classic trench never goes out of style, and therefore can be worn for a 
lifetime!   
 

   
ESPRIT 

FUNNEL NECK TRENCH COAT 
(DESERT BEIGE) 

$229.50 $119.70 
amazon.com 

SPIEGEL 
BELTED TRENCH COAT 

(NEUTRAL) 
$119.00 $99.00 
amazon.com 

TOMMY HILFIGER 
DOUBLE-BREASTED TRENCH 

(SAND) 
$199.00 $139.30 

amazon.com 

   
TOMMY HILFIGER 

SINGLE BREASTED TRENCH 
(SAND) 

$179.99 $129.99 
amazon.com 

LONDON FOG 
LONG SINGLE-BREASTED TRENCH 

(TOFFEE) 
$220.00 $124.32 

amazon.com 

LONDON FOG 
DOUBLE-BREASTED TRENCH 

(BEIGE) 
$110.00 $84.25 
amazon.com 

 

A neutral trench goes with nearly every style and color, and as such will work with every 
outfit in Groups One and Two except for the pairings with the faux-leather jacket which 
already have a coat.  I’ve chosen some selections from a rather unexpected place, but an 
excellent stop for great values – amazon.com.  Any of the selections below would be a 
hardworking element of your wardrobe for years to come.  My top pick from this group – 
the Belted Trench from Spiegel. 
 
 
And there you have it!  I hope you enjoy the styles I selected for you.  I look forward to 
shopping with you and helping you to put your wardrobe together! 
 
If I can help you with anything in the future, please don’t hesitate to ask! 
 
 
Warmest regards, 
 
 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Esprit-Womens-Funnel-Neck-Trench/dp/B004E8M0O8/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20
http://www.amazon.com/Spiegel-Belted-Trench-Coat/dp/B00417SY74/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20
http://www.amazon.com/Tommy-Hilfiger-Womens-Double-Breasted/dp/B004Q3QXLM/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20
http://www.amazon.com/Tommy-Hilfiger-Womens-Resistant-Trench/dp/B00576S0ZE/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20
http://www.amazon.com/London-Fog-Womens-Single-breasted-Raincoat/dp/B004W1ZQ8O/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20
http://www.amazon.com/London-Fog-Womens-Double-Breasted/dp/B004HHOF2Q/ref=tf_ssw?&linkCode=wss&tag=haustystyfil-20

